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Welcome to the Scaled  
Agile Framework® (SAFe®) 
 

The Scaled Agile Framework (“SAFe”) is a proven knowledge base for implementing lean-agile practices at 

enterprise scale.  It has been successfully applied to programs ranging from 50-125 people, to enterprises 

engaged in multiple programs of change in numerous portfolios.  The "Big Picture" below highlights the 

individual roles, teams, activities and artifacts necessary to scale agile from the traditional 4-9 person team 

through program up to enterprise level initiatives.  Whilst software development focused, the principles 

and concepts that underpin SAFe can be leveraged for any change initiative. 

The SAFe framework caters for three levels that span the enterprise: 

Team, Program  and Portfolio.  Each of these scales the essential agile elements of Value (strategic 

alignment, investment classification and prioritization, economic and value driven pipeline and 

requirements management) Teams (integrated and collaborative cross-functional teams orientated 

around delivering real-work outcome) and Timebox (incremental, bite-sized delivery and budget periods 

that produce releasable components/solutions). 

 

 

 

SAFe is a powerful model with customizable components that can be leveraged to the organizational and 

situational context, the key principles that form the foundation of the framework have demonstrable, 

proven results in terms of engagement (+10 - 35%), productivity (+20 – 50%), Quality (incurring fewer 

defects +50%) and time to market/internal utilization (+30 – 75%). 

Clicking on each icon takes the user to an Abstract and a Detail page which elaborates 

on that element. Some elements (like Metrics) bring up additional sub-domains with 

navigation to further depth and description. 
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Building Strategic Agility for a Fast-Moving World 

Today's organizational situation is complex and non-linear. Uncertainty, volatility, ambiguity, and a 

relentless pace of change is the new norm. The adaptive capacity of the organization and its leaders - to 

effectively navigate this environment - is critical to manufacture success. 

 

We've drawn on decades of strategy, portfolio, program, project and change leadership experience 

to help organizations embrace change, encourage innovation and drive the creativity needed for 

transformation and growth.  Combined with our Governance expertise, P3O
1
 and various accredited 

assessment and solution delivery toolkits
2
 we enable high performing organizations maintain their edge. 

 

 

Practical Ways to Tackle Difficult Challenges 

As an APMG-International Accredited Training Organization, our professional facilitator/consultants 

optimize the learning experience by bringing current, real-world experience into the classroom.  We 

enable organizations through world class, proven-practice professional credentials in the following 

disciplines.  

 

 

Learn more 

To learn more about our SAFe consulting and training solutions, contact info@ap3m.com  
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1 Portfolio, Program & Project Offices 

2 P3M3, Maturity Cube, PMBP Frameworks etc. 
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